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Abstract
Many experts believe that in the coming decades, artificial
intelligence will change, and perhaps significantly reduce,
the demand for human labor in the economy, but there re-
mains  much uncertainty  about  the accuracy  of  this  claim
and what to do about it. This paper identifies several ways
in which the artificial intelligence community can help soci-
ety to anticipate and shape such outcomes in a socially ben-
eficial direction. First, different technical aspirations for the
field  of  AI  may  be  associated  with  different  social  out-
comes,  increasing the stakes of  decisions made in the AI
community. Second, the extent of researchers' efforts to ap-
ply AI to different social and economic domains will influ-
ence the distribution of cognition between humans and ma-
chines in those domains. Third, the AI community can play
a key role in initiating a more nuanced and inclusive public
discussion of the social and economic possibilities afforded
by AI technologies. To pave the way for such dialogue, we
suggest a line of research aimed at better understanding the
nature, pace, and drivers of progress in AI in order to more
effectively anticipate and shape AI's role in society.

 Introduction  

Economist John Maynard Keynes predicted the future rate
of economic growth impressively well when he wrote the
1930  essay,  “Economic  possibilities  for  our  Grandchil-
dren.”  (Keynes  1972;  Skidelsky  and  Skidelsky  2012).
However, Keynes was incorrect in predicting a major de-
cline in working hours in developed countries along with a
corresponding  rise  in  leisure.  Skidelsky  and  Skidelsky
(2012) attribute Keynes's  failed prediction to  a combina-
tion  of  three  factors:  the  enjoyment  people  derive  from
some  forms  of  work,  social  and  economic  pressures  to
work, and the insatiability of human desires. Now, contem-
porary commentators suggest that this time will be differ-
ent, i.e. that average working hours and/or the fraction of
people who are economically employable will decline in
the next few decades. Judging from a recent survey of AI
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researchers  about  the  future  of  their  field  (Müller and
Bostrom,  forthcoming),  this  debate  may be quite  urgent:
experts expect AI to progress substantially in the next half
century, well within the expected lifetimes of many people
alive today and almost all children. In this paper, we argue
that the AI community has a critical role to play in under-
standing and managing these  issues  more deliberately  in
collaboration with researchers in other disciplines, policy-
makers, and the public at large. 

The  remainder  of  the  paper  is  organized  as  follows.
First,  we explore  ways  in  which  the  long-term research
goals and design choices of AI researchers may influence
the social outcomes associated with AI. Second, we look at
the application space of AI and ask whether certain appli-
cations should be accelerated or slowed for ethical reasons.
Third, we explore the question of public engagement with
AI, asking how the AI community and the broader public
can collaboratively envision possible futures.  Finally,  we
suggest the broad outlines of a research program aimed at
shedding  new  light  on  the  nature,  rate,  and  drivers  of
progress in AI in order to shape it  more effectively,  and
then we conclude with a summary of the paper. 

Goals and Designs

Different conceptions of the goals of AI research entail dif-
ferent methods of evaluation—consider, e.g., the four-fold
taxonomy of human-like thinking, human-like action, ra-
tional  thinking,  and  rational  action  described  in  (Norvig
and  Russell  2009).  This  section  makes  a  related  claim,
namely that  different long-term research goals and short-
term choices in the agent design space are likely to corre-
spond to different social impacts of AI. The remainder of
this section explores some of the possible connections be-
tween choices in the goal and design space of AI and the
social outcomes associated with the resulting technologies,
but these are merely intended to be illustrative (for elabora-
tion of  the  reasoning in  this  paragraph and examples  of



goal/design  considerations  beyond  those  below,  see:
Brundage, forthcoming).

 That technology should augment human cognitive fac-
ulties rather than replace them is a common refrain in pop-
ular  discussions  of  AI.  For  example,  Brynjolfsson  and
McAfee's (2014) influential work on the economics of AI
and robotics suggests governments should incentivize re-
search  and  development  on  human-complementary  tech-
nologies over human-like technologies. This, they suggest,
would result  in more socially  equitable outcomes than a
world in which a shrinking portion of the population par-
ticipates in the workforce,  which they associate with the
development of human-like AI. A related argument comes
from Carr's (2014) recent book The Glass Cage: Automa-
tion and Us,  which argues that  a  more automated world
tends to result in the atrophying of important skills. Carr
bases his conclusion on analysis of the so-called “substitu-
tion myth,” the false but persistent belief that cognitive re-
sponsibility can be shifted from a human to a machine in a
certain task without altering the nature of that task. Since
“higher”  cognitive  functions  and  holistic  understanding
typically draw on hands-on physical or social interaction
with the world, it is folly to expect to automate only the
“lower,” unimportant cognitive aspects of a domain. Carr
suggests  human-centered  automation  (incorporating,  e.g.
dynamic switching of control between human and machine
to encourage skill developments) as an alternative to unre-
flective automation. At the same time, others such as Nils-
son (2005) argue for a renewed focus on creating broadly
intelligent,  human-like agents  (at  least  in some respects)
based on the reasoning that there are certain tasks we want
done by machines which require such high levels of intelli-
gence. Some pertinent research questions suggested by this
discussion  are:  what  would  be  the  social  and  economic
consequences of the AI community emphasizing and suc-
cessfully making progress on different research paradigms?
What role should the government play in influencing re-
search trajectories in AI? Would the human-centered and
human-like  paradigms,  assuming they  are  distinct  in  the
first place, converge in their social implications over the
long term because more intelligent computers will be more
user-friendly and vice versa?

Another  possible relationship between (explicit  or  im-
plicit) choices in the AI community and their broader so-
cial contexts is the following: the accessibility, transparen-
cy, affordability, and usability of AI innovations may influ-
ence the extent to which they tend to empower disenfran-
chised people or to entrench existing inequalities. If AI in-
novations  are  largely  patented  and  fiercely  protected  by
corporate interests,  incomprehensible to  non-experts,  and
draw on data or  other  resources  that  are only in  private
hands, different social consequences may result than if all
AI  innovations are immediately available to everyone in
the form of well-documented open-source code, binaries,

IDEs,  demos,  and  other  forms  for  non-experts  to  apply
freely  to  new domains  (these  extremes  are not  the only
possibilities, of course). Not all of the dimensions of varia-
tion discussed here (e.g. high level research goals, patent
strategies, usability, and the availability of open source al-
ternatives) are necessarily correlated, nor are they all under
the control of individual AI researchers, but they are illus-
trative of the sorts of social considerations that may be  rel-
evant  to  the  AI  community  in  reflecting  on  the  broader
context of their work.

Applications

As suggested in the discussion of Carr's work above, the
decision to automate (a  part of)  a given task is not val-
ue-neutral or made in a vacuum. Indeed, what we should
and shouldn't do with our time has long been a focus of
ethics,  and  visions  of  utopia  often  prominently  figure
changes in the nature or amount of work performed by hu-
mans  (Sargent  2010).  As  discussed  in  (Brundage,  forth-
coming), moreover, many domains have already been sug-
gested as either urgently in need of AI and robotics innova-
tions (such as elder care, manufacturing, and sustainability)
and others have been portrayed by many as areas to avoid
automating (such as  the  decision  to  use  deadly  force  in
warfare). These examples hint at the hidden complexity of
the seemingly simple question: what should humans do and
what should machines do? In this section, we give illustra-
tive examples of connections between decisions in the AI
community to develop AI systems for one domain rather
than other and their corresponding social implications.

One of the many ways in which AI innovations will af-
fect the future distribution of work in society is indirect: by
reducing the need for labor input to produce goods and ser-
vices in a given domain, AI innovations will tend to reduce
the cost of some goods and services, increasing consumers'
and  investors'  disposable  income  and  indirectly  making
possible  new jobs  or  entire  industries  (given  certain  as-
sumptions about humans still being employable after those
AI innovations). More directly, decisions by AI researchers
to preferentially develop certain applications could affect
the type and quality of services in the realm of education
and leisure. The AI community, as suggested by Kolodner
et al. (2014), can play a critical role in re-envisioning the
future of high-quality education for all. AI's role in improv-
ing education seems particularly ethically essential if peo-
ple  around  the  world,  partially  as  a  result  of  AI,  begin
spending more time on education rather than work and/or
need education to transition to a new career. Novel means
of entertainment could also rise in relative importance as a
focus of AI researchers as basic needs are better satisfied
and greater economic productivity makes possible (though
doesn't guarantee) a reduction in working hours.



Additionally, AI may play a role in augmenting or reduc-
ing the socio-economic impact of intelligence and wealth
in life  depending on whether  it  is  sufficiently  accessible
and usable  to  a  wide population.  As  Gottfredson (1997)
summarizes, there is now a large and robust body of evi-
dence indicating that one's level of intelligence strongly in-
fluence's one's prospects in life, though it is far from the
only factor. In addition, Gottfredson and others have noted
the rising complexity of everyday life, and the consequent
rise in the contribution of intelligence to life outcomes. As
the infosphere (Floridi 2014a) becomes more suffused with
computation and more  complex,  tools  will  be  needed to
help  individuals  cope  with  that  complexity.  However,
whether such tools will  exist  and how they will  be con-
trolled is an open question. Information technologies such
as AI can heighten existing inequalities (if they are monop-
olized by the rich and powerful), and they can simultane-
ously  serve  as  an  equalizing force  by  disproportionately
benefiting  those  who  are  most  cognitively  burdened  by
scarcity of time and resources. Both of these seem possi-
ble, though not equally desirable. As with the goal and de-
sign space considerations discussed above, the AI research
community is only one among many actors responsible for
making certain technologies exist and be widely available
in the  market,  but  its  responsibilities  and  affordances  in
this regard are nonetheless significant and worthy of fur-
ther analysis.

Engagement

AI could hardly be a much hotter topic in public discourse
today,  having  sparked  conversations  on  everything  from
the future of work, education, and leisure to human extinc-
tion.  Despite  all  this  discussion,  much  remains  unclear
about which options we face as a society with respect to
the development and governance of AI as well as the relat-
ed question of which of these options are most consistent
with widely shared ethical values. The task of improving
the quality of this discourse both within the AI community
and in the broader society can be separated into two inter-
related sub-tasks (Brundage, forthcoming).

First, the AI community needs to help inform individuals
and groups about credible facts and perspectives on AI and
its social context that are relevant to their lives. For exam-
ple, people and organizations need to know about the like-
lihood that a job will be possible to automate over a given
timeframe if they are to make appropriate decisions about,
e.g. the education and jobs one pursues. However, the com-
plex social context of AI implies that AI researchers don't
(yet) have all the information and analysis the public needs
—producing such knowledge is a task for interdisciplinary
research  aimed  at  illuminating  the  connections  between

technical,  social,  economic,  and policy factors,  in which
the AI community should play a leading role. 

Second, the AI community should strive to be respon-
sive to public values and goals as they relate to the issues
described above.  In other  words,  public  engagement and
dialogue on AI should be bidirectional, and should reflect a
serious commitment to democratizing science and technol-
ogy. David Guston (2004) summarizes the nature of such
democratization as follows:

Democratizing science does not mean settling ques-
tions about Nature by plebiscite,  any more than de-
mocratizing politics means setting the prime rate by
referendum. What democratization does mean, in sci-
ence as  elsewhere,  is  creating institutions and prac-
tices that fully incorporate principles of accessibility,
transparency, and accountability. It means considering
the societal outcomes of research at least as attentive-
ly as the scientific and technological outputs. It means
insisting that in addition to being rigorous, science be
popular, relevant, and participatory.

No simple formula for such democratization exists, but il-
luminating examples from other scientific and technologi-
cal domains abound, as do analyses of the goals (Stilgoe
and Lock 2014) and processes (Wilsdon and Willis 2004;
Guston 2014) appropriate to public engagement with sci-
ence. In broad strokes, this literature tells us that there are
many  approaches  to  engaging  the  public  about  science,
technology,  and  the  future,  with  different  characteristics
such as the resources and time required, the portion of the
public engaged by the method, the role of experts in the
process, the outcomes that can be reasonably expected, and
the degree of maturity of the approach. An illustrative ex-
ample of a well-understood and tested method is the con-
sensus conference, a process for bringing together lay citi-
zens with experts to discuss and debate issues at the inter-
section  of  science,  technology,  policy,  and  values.  Such
conferences,  which  have  been  implemented  for  decades
(especially by the Danish Board of Technology), are struc-
tured in a way that is intended to promote informed dia-
logue  and  the  surfacing  of  important  ethical  questions,
public values, and risks that weren't previously considered.
Similar  events  have  been  held,  with  methodological  and
organizational innovations, in the United States in recent
years (Guston 2014), allowing researchers and policy-mak-
ers to develop a better understanding of the role that such
events can (and cannot) play in democratic governance of
science and technology. In summary, then, there is a sub-
stantial body of research and practice to build on in think-
ing through why and how to engage the public, and many
of these methods may be useful in the case of AI in order
to stimulate rich and informed public dialogue about pre-
ferred futures.



Anticipating Progress in AI

So far, we have discussed the future of AI in broad terms,
glossing over the specific timeframes in question. This has
been intentional, since the question of timeframes is funda-
mental in thinking through the social outcomes of AI and
deserves a section of its own. In particular, we argue in this
section that in order to effectively grapple with the rela-
tionship  between  AI,  work,  education,  and  leisure  going
forward, we need an improved understanding of the nature,
pace, and drivers of progress in AI.

Many debates about the future social benefits and risks
of AI can be fruitfully reinterpreted as debates about the
nature, pace, and drivers of progress in AI. Consider two
sets of arguments: those about which jobs are safe from au-
tomation and those about whether AI may one day pose an
existential threat to humanity. While seemingly quite dif-
ferent, what these debates have in common is that partici-
pants in them often draw on different (implicit or explicit)
models of what AI is, how quickly it is progressing, and
what is causing it to progress. For example, if one thinks
that AI's increased adoption in recent years is mostly the
result of restructuring, digitizing, and simplifying environ-
ments  rather  than  a  breakthrough  in  the  intelligence  of
agents themselves and that no breakthrough is on the hori-
zon (Floridi 2014a), then one will tend to focus more on
those aspects of task/environment structuring and dismiss
existential  risk  concerns.  If  human-level  (or  otherwise
highly advanced) AI is 20 versus 80 years away, different
policies for education, welfare, and other domains may be
called for. Furthermore, Danaher (2014) has argued that the
question of technological unemployment can be framed in
terms of the relationship between human skills  and their
rate of development on the one hand and AI skills and their
rate of development on the other. If this framing has any
truth to it, the AI progress question is intimately related to
the technological unemployment question. 

Some uncertainty about the future of AI is inevitable and
even desirable – indeed, if there were no uncertainty, this
would imply a lack of human agency over the future. How-
ever,  in  our current  position,  improved  understanding  of
the nature, pace, and drivers of AI progress would be ex-
tremely beneficial for anticipating and consciously steering
the future  distribution of  cognition between humans and
machines in preferred directions. In particular, clarity is ur-
gently needed with regard to the susceptibility of jobs to
automation. Technical progress is only one driver of tech-
nology adoption in industry, but in the case of AI approach-
ing or exceeding human levels of performance in a particu-
lar area or a wide category of areas, it is highly important
to monitor and theorize the rate of development and what
is  causing  it.  Theories  of  the  future  distribution  of  jobs
abound, but it isn't always clear whether these findings are
consistent with the views of AI experts, let alone whether

they're  predictively useful.  For example,  some have em-
phasized the current  difficulty  of  building high levels of
performance in social communication, perception, and dex-
terity into robots, and then use this as a basis for predicting
future job vulnerabilities (Frey and Osborne 2013); others
emphasize the routine versus non-routine nature of the task
in  question  (Levy  and  Murnane 2004);  still  others  have
made forecasts based on extrapolation of early results in
the AI literature and assumptions about the rate of matura-
tion and adoption of AI technologies (Elliot 2014). Major
AI textbooks such as (Norvig and Russell 2009) also dis-
cuss characteristics of environments that pertain to the dif-
ficulty of designing agents to thrive in them, such as partial
versus full observability and the existence of other agents,
but  these  environment  characteristics  have  not  yet  been
compared in any systematic way with the theories of future
agent capabilities/weaknesses discussed above. 

An improved understanding of  progress  in  AI and  its
plausible futures would provide a better foundation for the
AI community to engage credibly and confidently with the
public about how AI can (and cannot) contribute to meet-
ing certain societal goals. In this respect, the goal of a theo-
ry of progress in AI is not to predict future progress per se
but to identify  options for  influencing the future  in pre-
ferred  directions.  The  line  of  research  suggested  here
would ideally result in a (meta-)model of progress in AI
that would meet  the following criteria:  providing a basis
for developing scenarios for the future of AI and society,
capturing the diversity of research traditions in AI and thus
the diversity of possible future societal outcomes associat-
ed  with  AI,  and  anticipating  the  implications  of  various
policy  options  such  as  different  distributions  of  govern-
ment funding across AI research goals or domains. A mod-
el  or  ecology of  models  meeting  these  desiderata  could
serve as an input to economic projections, scenario plan-
ning approaches, plausible science fiction, and other means
of engaging the public about progress in AI and the choices
we  face  at  various  scales  with  respect  to  the  changing
economy.

Conclusion

The opportunities and risks of automating a large fraction
of existing cognition and labor and consequently changing
the nature of work, education, and leisure raises far more
questions than can be answered in a single paper, or by a
single academic community. For example, Floridi (2014b)
puts equal emphasis on the “resource problem,” the ques-
tion of how work and its social role can be transformed by
technology, and the “political problem” of avoiding a lazy,
ignorant constituency placated by “bread and circuses” in a
post-work world, the latter of which hasn't been discussed
at all in this paper. Given the stakes involved, improving



the caliber of analysis, discussion, and action on these top-
ics and incorporating the perspectives of a wider range of
people is urgently needed. If it is ultimately successful in
this regard, the AI community may one day be able to say
that it played a key role in grappling with the challenges
Keynes (1972) alluded to when he wrote:

Thus for the first time since his creation man will be
faced with his real, his permanent problem—how to
use his freedom from pressing economic cares, how to
occupy the leisure, which science and compound in-
terest will have won for him, to live wisely and agree-
ably and well.
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